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Abstract
Although transaction scheduling and concurrency control
issues that arise in real-time databases have been studied
in detail, insufficient attention has been paid to issues that
arise when real-time transactions access data with temporal
validity. Such transactions must not only meet their deadlines but also read and use data that correctly reflects the
environment. In this paper, we discuss the issues involved
in the design of a real-time active database which maintains
data temporal consistency. The concept of data-deadline
is introduced and time cognizant transaction scheduling
algorithms which exploit the semantics of data and transactions based on data-deadline are proposed.

1 Introduction
A real-time database system is a transaction processing system
designed to handle workloads where transactions have deadlines. However, many real-world applications involve not only
transactions with time constraints, but also data with time constraints. Such data, typically obtained from sensors, become
inaccurate with the passage of time. Examples of such applications include autopilot systems, robot navigation, and program
stock trading [13]. While considerable work has been done on
real-time databases, most of it only assumes that transactions
have deadlines [1, 7, 8, 10].
Database systems in which time validity intervals are associated with the data were discussed in [4, 16, 17, 9]. Such
systems introduce the need to maintain data temporal consistency in addition to logical consistency. The performance of
several concurrency control algorithms for maintaining temporal consistency is studied in [16, 17]. In the model introduced
in [16, 17], a real-time system consists of periodic tasks which
are either read-only, write-only or update (read-write) transactions. Data objects are temporally inconsistent when their
ages or dispersions [18] are greater than the absolute or relative thresholds allowed by the application. Two-phase locking
and optimistic concurrency control algorithms, as well as ratemonotonic and earliest deadline first scheduling algorithms are
studied [17, 18]. It is pointed out in [18] that it is difficult to

maintain the data and transaction time constraints due to the
following reasons:
1. A transient overload may cause transactions to miss their
deadlines.
2. Data values may become out of date due to delayed updates.
3. Priority based scheduling can cause preemptions which
may cause the data read by the transactions to become
temporally inconsistent by the time they are used.
4. Traditional concurrency control ensures logical data consistency, but may cause temporal data inconsistency.
In [9], the semantics of data-intensive real-time applications
that should maintain data temporal consistency is discussed,
and the notion of similarity which is used to provide more
flexibility in concurrency control is formalized. Weaker consistency requirements based on the similarity notion are proposed.
Other work [2] discusses how to keep the database “fresh”, and
at the same time ensure that transactions read valid data and
meet their deadlines.
Two real-time active database applications are discussed and
the applicability of ECA (Event-Condition-Action) paradigm
from active databases in these applications is explored in [11].
In this paper, we examine some of the questions associated with
maintaining temporal consistency in real-time active databases
so as to achieve better performance. These include:
1. how to maintain data temporal consistency to maximize
system performance?
2. how to handle overloads?
3. what are the proper mechanisms for time cognizant conflict resolution and scheduling?
In this paper, after discussing the various considerations that
are involved in answering these questions, we propose new
priority assignment algorithms which handle both transaction
deadlines and data validity constraints.

2 Model and Transaction Correctness 2.2 Transaction Correctness
in Real-Time Databases
In real-time applications, the values of objects in a database
must correctly reflect the state of the environment. Otherwise,
the decisions made based on the data in the database may be
wrong, and potentially disastrous. For example, not only must
We consider a firm real-time active database system which han- the data read by transactions be fresh, but also be temporally
dles triggering and triggered transactions. Each transaction can correlated. This leads to the notion of temporal consistency
be either a read-only, a write-only or an update transaction. A which consists of two components [4, 16, 17, 18]: absolute
database consists of a set of objects and a set of ECA (Event- consistency and relative consistency. To define temporal conCondition-Action) [6] rules. An object models a real world sistency formally, we use definitions from [13] which denote a
entity, for example, the position of an aircraft. The objects data item d, in the real-time database by
in the database can be either temporal objects or non-temporal
(dvalue ; dtimestamp ; davi)
objects. Here a temporal object is one whose state may become
invalid with the passage of time. Associated with the state is
where dvalue denotes the current state of d, and dtimestamp
a temporal validity interval. An object whose state does not
denotes the time when the observation relating to d was made.
become invalid with the passage of time is a non-temporal
davi denotes d’s absolute validity interval, i.e., the length of
object. Thus, there is no temporal validity interval associthe time interval following dtimestamp during which d is conated with the state of non-temporal objects. Two approaches
sidered to be absolutely consistent.
to model temporal data have been proposed in the literature:
A set of data items, R, used to derive a new data item is a relattribute versioning and object versioning. In attribute verative consistency set. Associated with R is a relative validity
sioning, each attribute of an object is associated with a validity
interval denoted by Rrvi.
interval, whereas in object versioning, the aggregate object is
R
has a correct state at time t > 0 iff
associated with a validity interval. We use object versioning
1.
8d 2 R, dvalue is logically consistent - satisfies all inwhich maintains multiple versions of each object. Each state of
tegrity constraints.
a temporal object is associated with a time-stamp and a validity
2. R is temporally consistent:
interval during which the state is valid. We categorize temporal objects into two types: base objects and derived objects.
(a) 8d 2 R, d is absolutely consistent, i.e.,
Base objects are those that reflect specific objects in the envi(t ? dtimestamp )  davi .
(b) R is relatively consistent, i.e.,
ronment. They are updated periodically by transactions that
8d; d0 2 R; j dtimestamp ? d0timestamp j Rrvi.
read sensors. Other transactions may derive new data objects
from these base objects. Such objects are called derived objects. In our model, a transaction may be triggered according Therefore, a transaction in real-time databases can commit iff
1. it is logically consistent,
to the ECA rules in the database when a base object is updated
by a sensor transaction. The triggered transaction may update
2. it meets its deadline, and
the states of derived objects whose states are derived from that
3. it reads temporally consistent sets of data, and the data it
base object. There are three types of transactions:
read are still fresh when it commits.

2.1 The Model





Sensor transactions: These are the periodic transactions
which write to base objects.

3 Ensuring Data Temporal Consistency

Triggered update transactions: These are transactions Maintaining temporal consistency raises many issues including
triggered by the updates of base objects. They update the the determination of optimal period values for sensor transderived objects.
actions, version selection, handling bursty arrivals of sensor
transactions, timely update of derived data, issues of forced
User transactions: These are user-level transactions with delay, and concurrency control.
deadlines. They can be read-only, write-only or update
(read-write) transactions.

3.1 Period for Sensor Transactions

The deadlines of sensor transactions and triggered update transactions are derived from the requirement that transactions
should update an object before the end of the validity interval associated with the data in order to keep the data in the
database fresh. Here fresh means absolute consistency which
will be introduced in the next subsection.

Consider the freshness, or absolute consistency of data in the
database. Absolute consistency of data is provided by the periodic sampling of the environment, that is, by executing the
sensor transaction that obtains data from a sensor and updates
periodically the database. The issue here, as pointed out in
[13], is how the period of the sensor transaction should be set.

Consider one of the many possible semantics of sensor transactions with period P : One instance of the sensor transaction
must execute every period and, so long as the start time and the
completion time lie within a period, its execution is considered
to be correct. Suppose a sensor transaction takes at most e
units of time to complete (0  e  P ). If an instance starts
at time t and ends at (t + e), and the next instance starts at
(t + 2P ? e) and ends at (t + 2P ), then we have two instances,
which are separated by (2P ? e) units of time in the worst
case. This, for example, will be the case if the rate monotonic
static priority approach is used. It follows from the example
that the maintenance of data absolute consistency requires the
period of the corresponding sensor transactions to be no more
than half of the length of the absolute validity interval. This
indicates that more than one version of a temporal object may
exist simultaneously in the database.

3.2 Version Selection
Since there may be more than one version of a temporal object
in the database, the transaction should select a version to maintain the relative consistency of data it reads. If a transaction
reads the most recent version of an object, it will have more time
to commit since this version will have the longest validity. On
the other hand, if the transaction reads the most recent version
of an object, it may violate the relative consistency requirement. Consider the following opportunistic version selection
approach: if x is the first data item in a relative consistency
set read by T , then transaction T reads the most recent version
of x; otherwise, transaction T reads the most recent version
of x which satisfies the relative consistency requirement. An
alternate approach is to predeclare the read set of a transaction
and choose the versions of data that satisfy temporal consistency. However, neither of the approaches guarantees that a
transaction can maintain temporal consistency.

3.3 Bursty Arrival of Sensor Transactions
Overload can easily lead to temporal inconsistency. Consider n periodic sensor transactions T1 ; T2; :::; Tn with periods P1; P2; :::; Pn respectively. If they start in phase,
i.e., the first periods of all the transactions begin at time
t = 0, then the instances of those sensor transactions simultaneously start at i  LCM (P1; P2; :::; Pn) (i = 1; 2; :::)
where LCM (P1; P2; :::; Pn) is the least common multiple of
P1; P2; :::; Pn. Sensor transactions along with user transactions may cause the system to be overloaded. In such situations, one solution is to update on demand: Give higher priority
to user transactions and lower priority to sensor transactions.
When a user transaction needs to read an object and finds it invalid, the corresponding sensor transaction which updates the
object inherits the priority of the user transaction and updates
the object. Then the user transaction can read valid data and
proceed.

3.4 Timely Update of Derived Data
Since a base object and its corresponding derived objects are
not updated by the same transaction, there may be a time interval during which the base object has already been updated but
the derived objects, whose values depend on the base object
have not yet been updated. If a user transaction attempts to
read derived objects within that time interval, it may read invalid values. Since an update to a base object may trigger the
updates of more than one derived object, and the value of one
derived object may depend on more than one base object, an
eager policy to update derived objects may cause considerable
repetitive computation, and a lazy policy to update derived objects may cause user transactions to read invalid values. An
alternative is to use an update on demand policy as discussed
before. However, the drawback of this approach is its latency.
Adelberg et. al. [3] study the intricate balance between recomputing derived data and transaction execution. They propose a
policy which does not permit the recomputation of derived data
until a fixed amount of time passes. Thus the recomputations
triggered within that time can be batched together resulting in
a reduction of the recomputation load.
Because an update to a base object may trigger updates to
more than one derived object, two alternatives exist. One is to
treat each update as a transaction. This increases transaction
overhead although it permits the earlier release of data locks.
The other is to combine all of the updates into one transaction,
which can reduce transaction overhead. In this case, if the
updated objects are not related to each other, an object lock
can also be released as soon as the update is done. We discuss
this further later in this paper.

3.5 Forced Delay
To maintain data temporal consistency, a transaction must read
valid data. Otherwise, it is aborted. However, a transaction
that reads valid data may not be able to commit because the
validity interval of a data item it reads expires before it can
commit. Although it is impossible to predict the exact time
when a transaction will commit, it is possible to know the minimum execution time needed for a transaction to commit. If a
transaction reads a data item whose remaining validity interval
is less than the remaining execution time of the transaction,
there is no chance for the transaction to commit before the validity interval of that data item expires. Such a validity interval
is called an infeasible validity interval with respect to the transaction. To prevent a transaction from reading invalid data, or
data with an infeasible validity interval, it can be forced to wait
until the data is updated. That is, there must be a mechanism
to check the validity of data before the transaction reads it.
This approach saves the work a transaction has already done
and avoid recovery overhead. However, this method has the
disadvantage of having considerable overheads which in turn
may unnecessarily delay the commitment of transactions.

3.6 Concurrency Control

scheduling algorithm should maximize the number of user
transactions which meet their deadlines while maintaining temSong and Liu [18] study the problem of how to maintain tem- poral consistency. Policies that assign priorities to different
poral consistency in real-time transaction scheduling. They transaction classes and to transactions within the same class
use earliest deadline first and rate monotonic algorithms to are studied. Similar to [3], four policies can be considered to
schedule transactions. Lock based and optimistic concurrency assign priority to different transaction classes:
control are used to maintain data integrity. They observed that
1. Assign higher priority to user transactions.
optimistic concurrency control is generally worse at maintain2. Assign lower priority to user transactions.
ing temporal consistency of data than lock based concurrency
3. Update on demand - Assign higher priority to user transcontrol, even though the former allows more transactions to
actions, but if a transaction encounters stale data, the
meet their deadlines.
corresponding sensor transaction will be executed first to
In our model, base objects are only written by sensor transacget fresh data.
tions, which are write-only transactions. Furthermore, sensor
4.
Assign
the same priority to both user and non-user transtransactions do not read any data in the database; their write
actions.
sets are disjoint from each other and from the write sets of
update transactions. When a sensor transaction writes a base Since data read by a transaction must be valid when the transacobject in each period, it creates a new version of the base ob- tion completes, this leads to another source of deadlines, dataject. In this case, there is no need for a sensor transaction to deadlines. Within the same transaction class, the scheduling
obtain database locks in order to write. On the other hand, no algorithm should be aware of the data-deadline of a transactransactions other than sensor transactions can write base ob- tion, that is, the time after which the transaction will violate
jects. There may be multiple valid versions of an object in the temporal consistency. The data-deadline of a transaction difdatabase at one instant. As soon as a version becomes invalid, fers from the deadline of the transaction because the transacit is discarded. Thus, non sensor based transactions do not need tion may violate temporal consistency after the data-deadline,
to obtain database locks in order to read a valid version of an although it has not yet missed its deadline. The scheduling
object. Therefore, there is no database concurrency control for algorithm should account for data-deadlines when it schedules
base objects. However, to ensure that data is not read while it transactions if a data-deadline is less than the corresponding
is being updated, latches (i.e., short term locks or semaphores) transaction deadline. Consider the following example which
must be used.
illustrates the concept of data-deadlines.
Concurrency control is necessary for derived objects if data
Begin(T)
Abort(T)
integrity is to be maintained. However, in some cases, the
read(Y) read(Z)
atomicity and isolation of transactions can be relaxed. Consider
X
X
a triggered update transaction which does several updates. For
Time
each update, a lock is needed to maintain the consistency of
t2
t3
t4 t5 Deadline(T)
the object. But the lock can be released immediately after the t0 t1
update is finished, if those updates are not correlated to each
Figure 1. An example to illustrate data-deadline
other. In this case, the transaction does not have to obey two
phase locking rules. On the other hand, if a triggered update
 Transaction T needs to read two data items, Y and Z , to
transaction aborts after it performs some updates, it does not
produce results. Consider the scenario in figure 1. Each 
have to undo the updates it has done so far since they are
indicates
a read from transaction T . The deadline of transvalid updates. When this transaction is restarted, it only needs
action
T
is
denoted as Deadline(T ). Data Y is valid in the
to resume from the point it was aborted. Thus the isolation
interval
[
t
;
t5], and data Z is valid in the interval [t0; t4].
0
and atomicity of each update are preserved, even though the
Transaction
T starts at time t1, and the data-deadline of
isolation and atomicity of the whole transaction are relaxed.
T
equals
its
deadline at this time. At time t2, transaction
An interesting open research question is whether it’s possible
T
reads
data
Y . The data-deadline of transaction T beto relax data logical consistency, that is, integrity constraints
comes
t
since
it will violate temporal consistency after
5
among interrelated data.
time t5 . In order to satisfy temporal consistency, T has
to be scheduled to commit before time t5, i.e., before the
value of Y it read becomes invalid. Notice the deadline
4 Scheduling Transactions in Realof transaction T is far later than time t5. Next, transaction
T proceeds and reads data Z with a value which will be
Time Databases
invalid at time t4 . Now the data-deadline of T is adjusted
to t4 . At time t4, transaction T hasn’t completed. Thus it
The transactions in the system can be classified into two classes:
aborts. However, the scheduler can start it again if there
user transactions and non-user transactions which include both
is sufficient time for the transaction to meet its deadline.
sensor transactions and triggered update transactions. The

The data-deadline of transaction T , which is denoted as
data-deadlineT , is assigned by the following algorithm:

BeginT : /* At the beginning of transaction T */
data-deadlineT

=

deadlineT ;

Read(T; X ): /* After transaction T reads data X with validity
interval [beginX ; endX ] */
data-deadlineT = min(data-deadlineT ; endX );
Consider the following priority assignment policy:

 data-deadlineT + (1 ? )  deadlineT ;
where scheduling policies depend on (0 
 1). The
priorityT

=

5 Conclusions
Although transaction scheduling and concurrency control aspects of real-time databases have been studied in detail, not
much attention has focused on maintaining temporal consistency. The question of how to improve system performance
while transactions maintain data temporal consistency and
meet their deadlines poses a new and challenging problem.
In this paper, we address issues involved in designing a realtime active database which ensures data temporal consistency.
We define transaction correctness based on its logical consistency, temporal consistency and deadline constraint. We also
discuss problems in updating base objects and derived objects,
and in maintaining data temporal consistency of user transactions as well. We have proposed a number of algorithms for
scheduling transactions based on data-deadlines.
We are developing a real-time active database simulator to
study the different issues and scheduling policies presented in
this paper, and their tradeoffs. The simulator has the following
components :
 DBManager - specification of the data model.

following scheduling policies are defined by specific values of
.
1. Earliest Deadline First (EDF): = 0.
This algorithm only takes deadline information into account and neglects the temporal consistency constraints.
Therefore, a transaction might be aborted due to temporal
inconsistency and restarted again.
2. Earliest Data Deadline First (EDDF): = 1.
To take into account temporal consistency constraints,
 Workload Generator - simulates the application or the
transactions are scheduled according to data-deadline inenvironment.
formation. The risk is that a transaction T1 with a long
 Transaction Manager - schedules the transactions.
deadline, but tight data-deadline is given higher priority
than another transaction T2 with a tight deadline. This
 Object Manager - responsible for concurrency control.
is because T2 has a longer data-deadline than T1 does.
 Rule Manager - triggers rules depending on the database
Therefore, transaction T2 might not be able to complete
events.
before its own deadline. But if transaction T2 is given
 Resource Manager - simulates CPU usage.
higher priority, both T1 and T2 may be able to commit.
3. Work Proportional Approach(WP): is the fraction of
In addition, we also intend to study buffer management as well
work that has been done.
as logging and recovery issues involved in maintaining data
This algorithm is a compromise between the first two.
temporal consistency in real-time active databases.
Here reflects the percentage of work that a transaction
has completed. The algorithm indicates that the more
work a transaction has done, the heavier the weight of References
the transaction’s data-deadline in the calculation of its
priority.
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